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The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute is your premier gateway for doing
business with Israeli companies. Established and funded by the government and the private
sector, IEICI’s expertise in technology and product scouting, joint ventures and strategic
alliances with Israeli companies spans more than half a century. Whatever your field is,
IEICI offers access to relevant businesses and government resources. With expertise in
Israel's leading Industries, IEICI will provide the information you need to connect, negotiate
and do business.
The IEICI’s Cleantech, Energy & Environmental Technologies Department has an intimate
acquaintance with the Israeli Water, Renewable Energy & Environmental industry exporters,
which include more than 600 companies, and about 150 start-ups. It has a proven
ability to identify and match suitable potential business partners, organizing one-on-one
business meetings and is a focal point for contacts with the government as well as with
the industry. By providing a wide range of export-oriented services to Israeli companies,
and complementary services to the international business community, the institute helps
to build successful joint ventures, strategic alliances, and trade partnerships.
For more information: www.export.gov.il/eng
Noa Aharoni, Manager
Cleantech, Energy & Construction Technologies Department
Tel: +972 3 514 2846
Email: aharoni@export.gov.il
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Israel Trade Center in Munich | Economic and Trade Mission –
Embassy of the State of Israel in Germany
The Economic Mission to Berlin is responsible for enhancing bi-national trade relations
between the Germany and Israeli business communities. The main fields of activity include
promoting trade and exports, attracting and encouraging foreign investments and creating
strategic cooperation with foreign companies. By leveraging its networking capacity and
industry knowledge in Israel and Germany the Economic Mission is able to seamlessly
engage prospective business partners half a world apart. Our operations span a variety of
industry sectors, with a focus on high-tech, security, new media, cleantech and life sciences.
For more information: www.israeltrade.de
Mr. Boris M. Peltonen, Trade Officer
Economic and Trade Mission
Embassy of the State of Israel in Germany
Tel: +49 30 206 449 21 | Fax: +49 30 206 449 55
E-mail: boris.peltonen@israeltrade.gov.il

The National Energy and Water Program
Israel NEWTech was established in 2006 under the leadership of the Ministry of Economy
and Industry, with the participation of ten government ministries and official organizations.
Israel NEWTech focuses on water and energy technologies and provides an infrastructure
that encourages the development of technologies in this sector.
For more information on Israel NEWTech, please visit: www.israelnewtech.gov.il
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Category:
Solar: PV, Operation & Maintenance
and Robotic Panels Cleaning

www.air-touch.net

Company Profile:
Air Touch is a company founded in 2016 following a development of a novel apparatus
to clean glass surfaces. This new method bring the cleaning robotic solution to a new
era with improvements in micro-scratches and ROI in order of magnitude. After over 1.5
years of R&D we are glad to present the best in bread robotic cleaning solution. Free
from management attention, fully automatically with 20 years warranty options.

Technologies & Products:
Dry PV cleaning robot for ground mounted applications.

Goals:
Seek for potential customers, distributors.
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Category:
Energy production and storage;
Off Grid market

www.apollo-power.com

Company Profile:
Apollo Power (TASE:APLP) develops innovative technology solutions and products in the
solar energy field. The flagship product is flexible solar films, designed to transform any
surface under the sun to an energy production source. The company has six pending
patent applications in varying stages of approval. The company has joined TASE on
October 2017 and completed a 9.4M NIS fund raising round.

Technologies & Products:
Developing solar films based on patented bottom electrode technology and solar home
system for the off grid market.

Goals:
The goal of the trip is finding partners in the development of our solar films and finding
costumers and distributors for our solar home system.
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Category:
Solar Energy; Solar Trackers

www.lorisense.com

Company Profile:
LoriSense provides solar tracking solutions for solar panels. With solar trackers, solar
panels may "follow" the sun and are always facing the sun, thus improving the energy
conversion by 30% on average. LoriSense provides both single axis and dual axis solar
trackers with various features and accessories including wind sensors (anemometers),
actuators, etc. LoriSense is a brand wholly owned by Novodes Ltd.

Technologies & Products:
LoriSense provides solar tracking solutions for solar panels. With solar trackers, solar
panels may "follow" the sun and are always facing the sun, thus improving the energy
conversion by 30% on average. LoriSense provides both single axis and dual axis solar
trackers with various features and accessories including wind sensors (anemometers),
actuators, etc. Our products are all either IP65 or IP67 grade. Warranty for our products
may be purchased for up to 20 years based on our different service programs. All our
systems are modular and may be easily assembled and maintained. Our product offering
includes systems with a broad range of specifications including:
1. Maximum current output to actuators: between 8A and 30A
2. Maximum voltage output to actuators: between 12V and 24V
3. Maximum voltage input to the system: 12V to 24V
Customized solutions: LoriSense also provides customized solutions for customers based
on the customers’ requirements.

Goals:
To find distributors and system integrators through which to sell our products and find
customers who are interested in our products or in need of customized solutions.
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Category:
PV statistical performance monitoring; smart
grid; energy forecasting; energy trading;
electricity trading; virtual PV plant; DERMS

www.pvpredict.com

Company Profile:
PVpredict develops machine learning algorithms for advanced statistical performance
monitoring and PV generation forecasting. 5 years of development and 3 grants from
the Israeli ministry of energy has led to the development of a SaaS product now available
to monitoring companies to enable even their smallest system customers to effectively
ascertain the health of their systems every day while enabling grid managers to reduce
spinning reserve and to manage the energy flow on the distribution grid. PVpredict
offers SaaS solutions to monitoring companies, energy traders, maintenance companies,
transmission grid managers and distribution grid managers with the development of an
advanced DERM system.

Technologies & Products:
PVpredict has developed machine learning algorithms that predict the next day’s hourly
generation of any solar PV inverter without the use of sensors or knowledge of the
system configuration. The algorithms also show promise in predicting failures before
power loss occurs. These algorithms are the core technology for the following products:
• State of Health report every morning for the owners of small solar PV systems with no
performance monitoring capabilities
• Early warning of impending system faults
• Accurate day ahead and hour ahead generation predictions for energy traders with
no necessity for on site sensors
• Reducing spinning reserve by making available to the grid manager each neighborhood
with installed PV as a virtual power plant with next day’s hourly generation delivered
every evening
• Enabling distribution grid owners to manage voltage on grids with high PV penetration
by planning PV production of active and reactive energy for each inverter (DERMS)

Goals:
PVpredict will focus on forging relationships with monitoring companies, inverter
manufacturers and maintenance contractors to supply our SaaS solution to their customers
owning small PV systems with no sensors for individual system health reporting. PVpredict
will also search out customers for accurate day ahead and hour ahead PV generation
forecasting.
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Category:
Solar energy: Data analytics
& optimization; AI

www.raycatch.com

Company Profile:
Raycatch is an AI diagnostics technology for solar energy, on a mission to revolutionize
the PV market by enabling automated management of solar assets. By deciphering existing
solar data, we provide actionable insights for operators & owners of solar plants that can
significantly enhance the project yield. Raycatch transforms PV O&M tasks from traditional
manual scheduled operations to on-demand automatic management.

Technologies & Products:
The Raycatch App, DeepSolar™, analyzes production data on a daily basis and aims to generate
a full diagnostic mapping of all components in a PV portfolio. In order to crack the data
insights, we use Artificial Intelligence, pattern recognition and mathematical models that
reference the electrical system without the need for human intervention. All insights are
ROI driven and fully quantified; include panels under warranty, maintenance on demand
(dust + grass), disconnected cables, PID, temperature coefficient, MPPT/Inverter efficiency,
tracking systems and many more.
To date, the DeepSolar™ MVP has been validated in commercial operating environments
by leading utilities, analyzing over 1 GW of solar energy fields for paying global clients,
including KGAL, GE, EDF, RTR and many more.

Goals:
Our goal is to enable the development of the solar market. By deciphering solar energy
data, output yield will increase, operational costs will decrease, and the way in which solar
assets perform and maintained will undergo a transition to the AI age.
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Category:
Bifacial PV cells; panels; systems; software

www.sol-around.com

Company Profile:
SolAround (Israel, Germany), a fabless, PV cell technologies company, founded in 2015 by a team
of world-class experts in bifacial photovoltaics, has developed and is launching a revolutionary
mainstream (p-PERT Bifacial) solar cell technology, increasing solar panels’ efficiency by 20%40%, decreasing cost of solar energy (LCOE) by 10%-30% per kWh, compared to current
market’s available systems.
SolAround's game-changing, high-efficiency and stability, fully bifacial p-PERT cell technology,
represents the next generation of mainstream solar cell technology, suitable for the growing
$18B global solar cell market.
SolAround’s management has a proven track record in R&D and industrial production of bifacial
solar cells and panels and cooperates with leading PV cell R&D centers and line manufacturers.

Technologies & Products:
SolAround’s novel p-PERT, high-front efficiency, high-bifaciality, standard cost, simple structure
PV cell technology, is the ultimate solution for LCOE reduction, outperforming PERC technology
through higher front-efficiency potential, higher bifaciality and stability, and its production
yield and costs.
SolAround’s fully-industrial prototype cells demonstrate inherent potential for a 22%-24%
cell front efficiency, with suitable metallization.
At present, these prototype cells with their >90% bifaciality already demonstrate a total
equivalent efficiency of 26-28% (per installation type) - remarkable values for mainstream,
standard cost cell technology, relative to current market’s cell technologies.
Fully industrial prototype cells, supplied to a first large client, were encapsulated into bifacial
modules and presented at the October 2017 PV Taiwan exhibition.
SolAround’s new cell technology and full-rate production capability can be demonstrated
upon request at the company’s laboratories in Germany.

Goals:
SolAround is seeking cell manufacturer clients, with whom to further demonstrate its cell
technology properties under full pilot production conditions.
SolAround is additionally seeking strategic investing partners such as utilities or silicon/cell/
panel/equipment manufacturers in Asia, India, the U.S. and Europe, for product commercialization
and massive sales launches.
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Category:
Energy; Full Spectrum Solar-Lighting

www.solight-energy.com

Company Profile:
Solight has developed an innovative static solar lighting system, enabling efficient and
constant harvesting of solar light, channeling full spectrum natural light into desired
interior spaces, thus saving electricity during the day. Our price-performance, durability
and costs, are superior to existing systems.

Technologies & Products:
Solight had developed a range of three products aimed at different market sectors and
applications:
1. Industrial Collector 1 sqm – Large scale projects, lighting 50 sqm, light transport up to
20m.
2. Versatile/Domestic ¼ sqm – Domestic, Workshop applications, lighting 15 sqm, light
transport up to 5 m.
3. Mini-DIY 1/16 sqm – DIY solution for basements, recreational homes, garages etc.
lighting ~2 sqm, no light transport.

Goals:
In modern society, we are living in a lighting paradox: Healthy, free, full spectrum solar
light outdoors, yet we spend most of our days under unhealthy, flickering, and wasteful
artificial lighting.
This severely disrupts our body’s natural Circadian Rhythms, causing: Depression, Fatigue,
Insomnia, Obesity, and Learning Difficulties.
Solight full spectrum lighting system will remedy this situation, providing wide-spread
utilization of natural sun-light in a wide variety of applications.
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Category:
Solar energy analytics

www.solview.com

Company Profile:
SolView provides solar analytics on a massive scale: SolView’s products identify the solar
potential of every rooftop and help solar companies and electric utilities target and engage
the best customers- increasing conversion rates while reducing customer acquisition costs.
SolView’s platform is based on patented technology in image analysis and computer vision.
SolView utilizes its innovative technology to analyze and extract the solar parameters of
rooftops from standard aerial imagery, performing data fusion with weather information
and financial databases to provide an overall assessment of the solar potential – including
virtual panel layout, estimated costs, production, saving, and even the Internal Rate of
Return (IRR) of every project: Millions of properties – individually analyzed.
SolView’s smart analytics are already improving the bottom-line or many customers in the
US, Australia and Israel, and now SolView is extending its global reach.

Technologies & Products:
Solar Estimator: Platform for instant rooftop solar analysis. Type in an address – get an
estimate. Every analyzed home shows virtual system layout, estimated production, costs,
and even the financial Internal Rate of Return (IRR).
Analysis results are formatted to support targeted marketing, personalize customer
approach and generate proposals.
Virtual Canvasser: Platform for simultaneous review of thousands of addresses throughout
vast areas, such as counties, towns and zip codes. Each address is individually analyzed,
and results are sorted and visualized according to different solar and financial metrics.
Solar companies use SolView’s analytics to better target and engage prospective customers.
Macrogrid Planner: Platform for solar and storage deployment and integration, leveraging
SolView’s massive scale capabilities to optimally deploy solar and storage units across
vast areas. The Macrogrid planner balances loads and meets local demand with local
production, reducing overall costs and increasing grid resiliency to outages.

Goals:
Solar value chain players: Solar installers, Electric utilities, Solar component manufacturers,
Solar component distributors, cities and government authorities.
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Category:
Energy integration

www.synvertec.com

Company Profile:
The Synchronverter transforms renewable energy inverters into cutting-edge grid
stabilizing devices. With the addition of the Synchronverter, inverters play an active role in
the stabilization of grids whose considerable renewable energy source (RES) proportions
would otherwise create significant instability.

Technologies & Products:
By integrating with existing renewable energy inverters, the Synchronverter transforms
them into a virtual synchronous generator device – without any inverter design changes.
This is accomplished via an add-on control device that integrates with the inverter’s
controller and utilizes a small, ultra-fast-response energy bank.
The Synchronverter enhances yields and maximizes the utilization of electricity provided by
renewable energy sources in traditional and micro/smart grid topologies. The Synchronverter
is IP protected, easy-to-implement and extremely well tested in diverse conditions.

Goals:
Establish collaborations with strategic players in the PV, wind, storage, and EV segments.
Establish demonstrations and pilots with grid operators and project developers.
Meet strategic and non-strategic investors.
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